
  

Code No: 500/CBCS
FACULTY OF INFORMATICS

B.E. (CBCS)(I.T) IV Semester (main) Examination, June 2018

Subject: OOP using Java
Time: 3 Hours Max. Marks: 70

Note: Answer all questions from Part A & Any Five questions from Part B
PART – A (20 Marks)

1. What is the usage of this keyword in java?
2. Discuss: Java programs are Portable.
3. Write about any two uses of final keyword.
4. What is meant by method Overriding?
5. Differentiate between throw and throws keywords.
6. How do you create a new thread in a java program?
7. What is Object Serialization in java?
8. What is Applet Life Cycle.
9. What is Applet Byte and Character Stream?
10. What is the use of Alive() and join() methods.

PART – B (5 x 10 = 50 Marks)

.11. (a)  Discuss in detail about Object Oriented Concepts with suitable examples. 5
(b) What are overloaded constructors? Write a program to demonstrate them. 5

12. Explain in detail about Dynamic Dispatch(DMD) in java. Write a program to show
how Java resolves calls to overridden methods at run time in inheritance
hierarchy? 10

13.a) What is an Exception? How does a java program handle the Exception, write
about all exception handling keywords used in java. 5

(b) Write a program to define user defined exception classes in Java. 5

14. (a) Explain the difference between process based multitasking and Thread based
multitasking. Write a program to access current default thread. 6

(b) Write about visibility control mechanism offered by Package in association with
java’s access specifiers. 4

15. (a) What is Serialization in Java? Explain in detail using different classes and
interfaces involved in Serialization and write the program. 6

(b) Write a program to cycle through contents of an array List collection using
Iterator. 4

16. Illustrate about Delegation  Event model and write a program to demonstrate 10
Keyboarded Event Handling

17.  Write about following 10
a) AWT controls   b) Array List Collection Class
c) Applets             d) Interfaces in Java.
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